
The GI Tract: Digestion and Absorption 
Gastric Motility 

Gastric Smooth Muscle 

- Peristalsis: circular muscle squeeze shut, longitudinal 

muscle shortens and lengthens 

- Myosin phosphorylation: 

o Controls contraction of smooth muscle 

o Activity of myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) 

regulated by cytosolic Ca concentration. 

- Gastric and intestinal smooth muscle are electromechanically coupled – depends on cell membrane 

potential changes for contraction 

- Interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) are pacemaker cells which trigger depolarisation 

o Pacemaker potential travels cell to cell from ICC to SM through gap junctions 

Slow Waves and Generation of Contraction 

- Basic electrical rhythm/Pace-

setter Potential/Electrical Control 

Activity = Slow waves  

- Generate action potentials in 

smooth muscle, AP produces 

contraction (not slow wave) 

- Slow waves due to both Na+ and 

Ca2+ entry 

- NOTE: slow waves spread throughout gut but AP do not due to tonic inhibition of SM by enteric 

nerves 

- Primary channel: non-selective cation channel which is inhibited by Ca2+ 

- Mitochondrial and cytoplasmic Ca2+ 

oscillate in phases with slow waves 

- IP3-receptors needed to generate slow 

waves, role unclear 

- Factors affecting BER: 

o Stimulation of spikes by: stretch, 

ACh, parasympathetics 

(hypopolarises) 

▪ Moves smooth muscle 

closer to threshold so 

more AP and more force 

o Hyperpolarisation stimulated by 

norepinephrine, sympathetics 

▪ Moves cells awy from 

threshold, fewer AP less 

force 

- Moves cells away from threshold, fewer 

APs = less force 

Neural Control  

- Autonomic innervation is extended 

- Enteric neurons often show long acting excitation/inhibition (ESPS/IPSP) 

Lab 2: Properties of Smooth Muscle and Neural 

Activity of the Intestine 

- Expect rhythmic activity 

- Depolarisation will cause contraction – use high 

K+ solution to cause this 

- Removal of Ca2+ will stop contraction – intestinal 

SM use external Ca2+ that enters through L-type 

CaV channels (EGTA – Ca2+ chelating solution) 

- ACh should increase force, will be released from 

gut neurons at rest 

o Test with eserine (anticholinesterase) 

▪ Blocks the breakdown of ACh causes 

build-up 

o Atropine (M-cholinergic antagonist) 

▪ Blocks ACh receptors, stops it working 

- Adr should decrease force 


